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Strategy
Build core value in the near and mid term

1)




Expose shareholders to Company making events, funded
through partners, over the mid term

2)






Canadian light oil production
onshore Italian gas production

on and offshore Italian exploration and appraisal wells
value created as opportunities are matured

Timing for both activities is opportune
 commodity price outlook supportive of light oil production growth
 exploration and appraisal activities of interest again to larger industry

players looking to find and develop material reserves
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Why Canada?



Multiple proven production and
development plays
Opportunity rich for small / mid size
companies pursing light conventional oil





industry focus has been on resource plays and
the unconventional

Broad, competitive services industry
Transparent regulatory system
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What can Cabot bring?
international subsurface approach to
targeting large STOOIP
 international drilling approach to
operations
 building on our Canadian office’s
experience and expertise
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Why Italy?


World class subsurface potential


track record of large oil and gas
developments

Attractive gas pricing and access to
markets
 Well evolved services and industry
environment


Cascina
Alberto



What can Cabot bring?
 broad portfolio of permits and

applications
–

high barriers to entry given time required
to acquire assets

 good established relationship with

regulator built over years
 history of bringing in new partners to
the country
Oil discovery
Gas discovery

Awarded Exploration Permit
Exploration Permit Application

Civita

Cygnus &
Giove
Vesta
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Production and reserves growth
Cabot Energy had a very successful and active 2017
Increase in all key metrics
33% increase in revenue
 181% increase in year on year
production rate
 53% increase in 2P reserves
 57% increase in 2P NPV(10)

GROUP PRODUCTION AND RESERVE GROWTH
2015 - 2018





30 wells worked over and bought back
into production
Two sidetracks drilled, tied in and put
on production

1P/2P - mmboe
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Ave. Production

Two production asset acquisitions

Post year end


$16 million raised in January 2018



Four wells successfully drilled, tied in and put on production in the first quarter



Production outlook – target an average production rate in 2018 of 1,000 to 1,200 boepd
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Production - boepd



Operational update




Winter work programme complete with four sidetracks producing at
approximately 350 bopd as expected
Additional capital invested in Rainbow infrastructure
Planned summer work programme deferred in order to:
fully integrate the operational data obtained from the winter work programme
 confirm the production performance of the new wells over an extended period
 manage group capital requirements







Well reinstatement programme being considered to increase
production
Production for the year is expected to fall below previous guidance
April 2018 - production 851 bopd
- sales 914 bopd
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Outlook
Near term








Production and reserves growth in Canada
Test the upside potential in Virgo with a horizonal well
Build footprint in Rainbow / Virgo and potentially acquire a second production area within
Alberta
Farm out of the southern Adriatic to assist in acquiring seismic
Complete acquisition of producing Civita onshore gas field
Consider farming out Vesta, prospect offshore Sicily, to drill exploration well

Longer term
Build Canadian production into an asset of significant value, which can be sold / fund
wider group activities / provide a dividend
 Create a valuable onshore Italian gas production business
 Expose shareholders to a minimum of three ‘company changing’ events through
exploration and appraisal wells
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Disclaimer
The information contained in this confidential document (“Presentation”) has been prepared by Cabot Energy plc (the “Company”). It has not been fully verified and is subject to material updating, revision and further amendment. This
Presentation has not been approved by an authorised person in accordance with Section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (“FSMA”) and therefore it is being delivered for information purposes only to a very limited
number of persons and companies who are persons who have professional experience in matters relating to investments and who fall within the category of person set out in Article 19 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000
(Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (the “Order”) or are high net worth companies within the meaning set out in Article 49 of the Order or are otherwise permitted to receive it. Any other person who receives this Presentation should not
rely or act upon it. By accepting this Presentation and not immediately returning it, the recipient represents and warrants that they are a person who falls within the above description of persons entitled to receive the Presentation.
This Presentation is not to be disclosed to any other person or used for any other purpose.
Please note that the information in this Presentation has yet to be announced or otherwise made public and as such constitutes inside information for the purposes of Article 14 of the Market Abuse Regulation (596/2014/EU) and the
Criminal Justice Act 1993. You should not therefore deal in any way in the securities of the Company until after the formal release of an announcement by the Company as to do so may result in civil and/or criminal liability.
SP Angel Corporate Finance LLP (“SP Angel”) is acting in the provision of corporate finance business to the Company, within the meaning of the Financial Conduct Authority’s Conduct of Business Sourcebook (“COBS”), and no-one
else in connection with the proposals contained in this Presentation. Accordingly, recipients should note that SP Angel is neither advising nor treating as a client any other person and will not be responsible to anyone other than the
Company for providing the protections afforded to clients of SP Angel under the COBS nor for providing advice in relation to the proposals contained in this Presentation.
While the information contained herein has been prepared in good faith, neither the Company nor any of its shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers give, have given or have authority to give, any
representations or warranties (express or implied) as to, or in relation to, the accuracy, reliability or completeness of the information in this Presentation, or any revision thereof, or of any other written or oral information made or to be
made available to any interested party or its advisers (all such information being referred to as “Information”) and liability therefore is expressly disclaimed. Accordingly, neither the Company nor any of its shareholders, directors,
officers, agents, employees or advisers take any responsibility for, or will accept any liability whether direct or indirect, express or implied, contractual, tortious, statutory or otherwise, in respect of, the accuracy or completeness of the
Information or for any of the opinions contained herein or for any errors, omissions or misstatements or for any loss, howsoever arising, from the use of this Presentation.
This Presentation may contain forward-looking statements that involve substantial risks and uncertainties, and actual results and developments may differ materially from those expressed or implied by these statements. These
forward-looking statements are statements regarding the Company's intentions, beliefs or current expectations concerning, among other things, the Company's results of operations, financial condition, prospects, growth, strategies
and the industry in which the Company operates. By their nature, forward-looking statements involve risks and uncertainties because they relate to events and depend on circumstances that may or may not occur in the future. These
forward-looking statements speak only as of the date of this Presentation and the Company does not undertake any obligation to publicly release any revisions to these forward-looking statements to reflect events or circumstances
after the date of this Presentation.
Neither the issue of this Presentation nor any part of its contents is to be taken as any form of commitment on the part of the Company to proceed with any transaction and the right is reserved to terminate any discussions or
negotiations with any prospective investors. In no circumstances will the Company be responsible for any costs, losses or expenses incurred in connection with any appraisal or investigation of the Company. In furnishing this
Presentation, the Company does not undertake or agree to any obligation to provide the recipient with access to any additional information or to update this Presentation or to correct any inaccuracies in, or omissions from, this
Presentation which may become apparent.
This Presentation should not be considered as the giving of investment advice by the Company or any of its shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers. In particular, this Presentation does not constitute an offer
or invitation to subscribe for or purchase any securities and neither this Presentation nor anything contained herein shall form the basis of any contract or commitment whatsoever. Each party to whom this Presentation is made
available must make its own independent assessment of the Company after making such investigations and taking such advice as may be deemed necessary. In particular, any estimates or projections or opinions contained herein
necessarily involve significant elements of subjective judgment, analysis and assumptions and each recipient should satisfy itself in relation to such matters.
Neither this Presentation nor any copy of it may be (a) taken or transmitted into Australia, Canada, Japan, the Republic of Ireland, the Republic of South Africa or the United States of America (each a “Restricted Territory”), their
territories or possessions; (b) distributed to any U.S. person (as defined in Regulation S under the United States Securities Act of 1933 (as amended)) or (c) distributed to any individual outside a Restricted Territory who is a resident
thereof in any such case for the purpose of offer for sale or solicitation or invitation to buy or subscribe any securities or in the context where its distribution may be construed as such offer, solicitation or invitation, in any such case
except in compliance with any applicable exemption. The distribution of this document in or to persons subject to other jurisdictions may be restricted by law and persons into whose possession this document comes should inform
themselves about, and observe, any such restrictions. Any failure to comply with these restrictions may constitute a violation of the laws of the relevant jurisdiction.
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